Satellite attitude control is a common problem in aerospace engineering. To solve it, reaction torque devices are usually considered. The reaction sphere actuator (RSA) is a novel device regarding reaction torque devices. The RSA is composed of a sphere, an actuation system and an outer shell. The mechanical rolling contact between the actuator system and RSA sphere surface, allows the sphere rotational motion and also achieves its static equilibrium. The actuator system composed of four or more holonomic wheels allows sphere three independent rotational DOF, allowing reaction torques generation according to any rotational axis. Moreover, the actuator system is coupled to an outer shell allowing angular momentum transfer to any RSA coupled body, e.g. satellites. This thesis performs a feasibility study proving the RSA construction eligibility as well as its performance analysis. The RSA controllability study is based upon its kinematic model considering rolling contact kinematics. Furthermore a RSA construction example is described considering an actuator system with a regular tetrahedral geometry configuration. The RSA Jacobian describes the RSA actuators motion for a desired reaction torque and proves its singularity-free property. Finally a performance analysis comparison between a RSA and an equivalent reaction wheel arrangement is depicted. Such analysis is performed according to a satellite attitude control scheme Simulink R model, measuring both RTDs mechanical work for the same desired control torques. The comparison of both simulation results shows the RSA concept benefits.
Introduction
The reaction sphere actuator (RSA) is a novel device regarding reaction torque devices (RTDs).The RSA kinematic and dynamic analysis verifies both the device physical feasibility and benefits compared to other RTDs.
The device consists of a sphere, an actuation system and an outer shell. The actuator system is composed of four or more holonomic wheels in mechanical contact with the sphere surface, conferring three independent rotational DOF to the sphere. Additionally, each holonomic wheel is actuated by a motor rigidly attached to the RSA outer shell, in fact, such coupling guarantees the sphere angular momentum transfer to any body coupled to the RSA outer shell, e.g. satellites. Furthermore, the actuator number and their contact points geometrical disposition determines the sphere static equilibrium, and its capability to rotate without displacing its geometric center with respect to an inertial frame described in the outer shell. Section 2 illustrates a RSA kinematic analysis proving its feasibility. The RSA kinematic analysis is divided in two steps. First, a rolling sphere on a plane is addressed, studying the sphere controllability when non-coplanar angular speeds are used as sphere motion control inputs. In fact, differential geometry concepts are used to describe the rolling mechanical contact between the sphere surface and holonomic actuators. Thereafter, a kine-matic model for a holonomic mobile robot is considered due to its similarities compared to the actuator system. The controllability of such two models allow us to conclude about the RSA controllability.
Section 3 illustrates a satellite attitude dynamical model and control. First, satellite attitude formulation based upon quaternion notation is shown. Thereafter a satellite feedback attitude control is described allowing satellite reference attitude tracking. Moreover a simple PD control law ensures satellite attitude convergence for any reference attitude (results in Section 4). Consequently, the PD controller determines which control torques should be produced by a RTD. Two types of RTDs are characterized, namely a RSA and a RW arrangement.
Section 4 shows simulation results proving both the satellite attitude model validity and RTD performance. First, a simple satellite attitude control scheme (SACS) without a RTD inclusion is simulated showing attitude convergence for any attitude reference. Thereafter, a SACS with the inclusion of a RTD is analysed. The RTD performance comparison considers an energy consumption analysis of both devices. Hence, for both RTDs equivalent physical parameters, a valid performance comparison can be considered.
Section 5 states the main conclusions of this study. Important aspects such as the system physical feasibility and geometry alternatives for real world applications are referred.
1.1. State-of-the-art Reaction torque devices are usually considered for satellite attitude control systems. The most common ones are known as reaction wheels, being essentially inertia disks rotating around a fixed axis. Such devices allow satellite attitude maneuvers due to angular momentum conservation. RWs are composed by inertia disks rotating around a fixed axis, allowing satellite attitude maneuvers due to angular momentum conservation. Hence, a single RW with its rotational axis fixed, can induce attitude changes to its coupled body around a single rotational axis vector. Consequently three-axis attitude motion capability can be achieved for instance considering a simple configuration composed of three RWs orthogonally disposed. Systems composed of more than three RWs are redundant, therefore there are several RW torque combinations that achieve the same overall resultant torque. Hence it is required to consider some optimal criterion to choose one solution among all RW torque combinations. For example, two optimal criteria for redundant RW arrangements are described in [10] . Figure 1 illustrates a common four RWs configuration based on a regular tetrahedral geometry configuration. ELSA project aims to build a magnetically levitated spherical actuator, comprising a magnetic spherical rotor that reacts to an induced electricmagnetic field generated from an involving stator. Although being an innovative concept, it presents difficulties concerning the sphere rotor control, due to its complex magnetic dynamic model. illustrates a spherical rotor concept with its magnetic cores depicted. Hence, it is understandable that the mass optimization of such kind of spherical body would be more delicate compared to a simple hollow sphere suitable for the RSA.
The RSA actuating system was motivated due to Ballbots. They are essentially mobile robots consisting of inverted pendulums which stand on a sphere and move on a plane by actuating the sphere motion accordingly. An example of a Ballbot illustration is present in Figure 3 , corresponding to the Rezero Ballbot, see [4] . Whereas Ballbots aim to control an inverted pendulum by moving its sphere, the RSA aims to move its internal sphere in order to produce reaction torques and apply them to coupled bodies. Therefore although their purposes are distinct there is a relation between both devices actuating systems since they both rely upon holonomic wheels. Both [4] and [8] show important considerations concerning Ballbot dynamical models which were used to motivate the RSA concept development.
Spherical motion controlled with holonomic wheels has also recently appeared in the domain of flight simulators. In fact, Atlas Motion Platform project is the first device of its kind. Similarly to the RSA device, a spherical body is rotated by holonomic wheels allowing three independent DOF rotation capability, without displacing its geometrical center. An Atlas study describing the system kinematic feasibility as well as possible actuator system geometries is present in [9] . Although Atlas does not share the same goals as the RSA it allowed to motivate the RSA concept feasibility in kinematic terms. Therefore it represented an important analysis for the present thesis. Moreover, note that in kinematic terms both systems Jacobians are quite similar.
Kinematic Model
This Section is dedicated to the RSA kinematic analysis, verifying the RSA internal sphere motion feasibility according to the actuating system geometry.
The RSA kinematic analysis is divided in two steps, namely a rolling sphere on a plane and a holonomic mobile robot (equivalent to the actuation system).
Rolling contact Kinematics
This subsection illustrates some differential geometry concepts, describing the rolling contact kinematics between the holonomic actuators and sphere surface. The description of a solid regular surface can be simplified according to certain parametrizations.
In fact, any solid regular surface can be fully described with respect its surface geometric parameters, (M p , K p , T p ), namely the surface metric tensor, the curvature tensor and the torsion tensor. Moreover such parameters are computed from the surface parametrization, see Figure 4 . Note that some object's surface require more than one parametrization, being the group of parametrized surfaces called as atlas. For a full description regarding surface geometric parameters see [12] and [2] . The kinematic analysis of a rolling sphere problem requires the definition of two surfaces, namely a sphere surface and a plane. Both surfaces contact motion can be described according to (1) , (2), (3), (4) and (5) denoting the general kinematic equations for a two surface contact motion with respect to their surface geometric parameters, see [11] for a complete proof.
where ω x ,ω y ,ω z ,v x ,v y and v z are respectively the angular and linear velocities of object F with respect to object O. Moreover variables α o and α f describe respectively the contact point evolution in frame O and F described in their surface parametrization Figure (5). Frenet-Serret formulas are also another form of describing the kinematic properties of a particle moving along a continuous, differentiable curve in three-dimensional Euclidean space R 3 . Hence this rolling kinematic model could also be computed according to such formulas, see [2] .
Sphere Kinematic model controllability
The rolling sphere controllability can be found from its kinematic model, see [13] for a controllability definition. Moreover, Lie Algebra concepts are considered to analyse the model. According to (1), (2) , (3), (4) and (5) and considering the sphere and plane surface geometric parameters the rolling sphere kinematic model yields,
where r denotes the sphere radius and ω x ,ω y and ω z denote the sphere angular velocities projected upon the world frame Σ b . Figure 6 illustrates the Figure 6 : Sphere frames (obtained from [14] ) frames considered to compute the kinematic model (6) . See [14] for a detailed description regarding the sphere and plane surface geometric parameters.
The kinematic model (6) is a 3-inputs 5-outputs system, thus it is composed of three vector fields describing three independent motions. Consequently the kinematic model (6) can be seen aṡ
where g 1 , g 2 and g 3 denote respetively the model vector fields. Using only three vector fields it is not possible to control the 5-output variables independently. To make this achievable five vector fields are required. The controllability Lie algebra matrix (composed by the model n vector field vectors) enables the model controllability study according to Chow Theorem. A proof of Chow theorem is described in [12] . Therefore, using Lie bracket operators it's possible to compute two more vector fields from combinations of the existing ones described in (6), see [12] and [15] .
One example of a valid controllability Lie algebra matrix is defined as,
Hence the rolling sphere is controllable when its three non-coplanar angular velocities are considered.
Controllability of the Actuator System
This subsection aims to obtain a kinematic model for a mobile robot composed of holonomic wheels without strictly specifying its roller axis angle or its wheels geometrical arrangement. Hence such model allows a general kinematic analysis for distinct RSA actuating systems. Figure 7 shows a holonomic three-wheeled mobile robot with its holonomic wheels frames depicted. Let's assume that each wheel rotational axis is fixed with respect to each other, and lie always parallel to the fixed ground plane P having an unit vector k⊥P . Moreover each hth holonomic wheel is indexed from 1 to N , see Figure 7 . The holonomic mobile robot kinematic model is given as,
where
A full characterization of a holonomic mobile robot kinematic model can be found in [6] .
Hence such model controllability can be verified according to two requirements, namely,
Furthermore, a simple equilateral triangle wheel arrangement is proven to be controllable, see [1] . Hence such geometry is suitable for an RSA actuation system. Figure 8 illustrates the referred geometry.
The kinematic models of both problems and their respective controllability enable us to establish a connection between their results. Moreover the RSA controllability relies upon a logic construction considering both problems results. Subsection 2.2 shows the rolling sphere controllability when three non-coplanar angular velocity vectors control the sphere motion. Additionally, such angular velocities are obtained according to an actuator system composed of holonomic wheels. Furthermore Subsection 2.3 defines a general kinematic model framework and controllability analysis for distinct actuator systems, being an equilateral triangle configuration a valid geometry. Hence since the actuator system wheels are in contact with the sphere surface which is parametrized by a single R 2 regular map, by inference the actuation system is also controllable for a sphere surface. If it eases the understanding of this logic reasoning, consider an infinitely large sphere and an actuator system in mechanical contact with its surface. Therefore since the actuation system dimension is small compared to the sphere dimension, from an actuator point of view the sphere surface appears to it as a plane surface, thus being controllable. For an actuator system and sphere similar dimensions the actuators configuration must adapt the sphere surface being no longer in a plane configuration, although being still controllable.
Considering the previous reasoning, the RSA system controllability is proven, i.e the RSA internal sphere is able to follow any angular motion and consequently produce reaction torques in every direction.
Satellite Modelling
Satellite attitude dynamic models analyses its motion behaviour with respect to control torques applied to its frame. Control torques are usually produced by reaction torque devices, which for this analysis are considered to be a RSA device or a RW arrangement.
Satellite Attitude
The first requirement for such model is to define a satellite attitude formulation. Figure 9 illustrates
] are respectively the satellite current frame and satellite target frame both described in the inertial frame.
Rotation matrices [A s ] and [A t ] describe respectively the satellite current and target frames rotation with respect to the inertial frame. Consider an arbitrary vector a = [a x a y a z ] defined in the inertial frame. Using matrices [A s ] and [A t ] the referred vector can be described both in satellite and target frame as follows,
Combining both equations in (11) yields,
If both vectors a t and a s are equivalent in the satellite and target frame, then matrix [A e ] becomes the identity since both frames coincide with each other. Matrix (13) , is referred as the error attitude matrix describing the error between the satellite current orientation and target orientation.
[A e ] =   a 11e a 12e a 13e a 21e a 22e a 23e a 31e a 32e a 33e  
Note that when a 12e = 0, a 13e = 0 and a 23e = 0, both the target and current satellite frames coincide. Quaternion notation expresses the satellite attitude taking advantage of Euler axis theorem, see [7] . Furthermore it has the benefit of requiring only four components to fully describe the satellite attitude, without singularities. Thus, quaternions are suitable for satellite attitude description. For a complete computation of a quaternion attitude vector, see [3] .
Since quaternions can be related to a general rotation matrix, see [5] , (13) can be written with respect to quaternions.
Therefore the attitude error matrix in quaternion notation is defined as,
Expanding (14) with respect to quaternion components yields,
where q e ,q t and q s denote respectively the error, target and satellite quaternions.
Additionally, a valid control law is given by a simple proportional derivative controller, see (16).
The control law (16) is considered for a SACS model described in Subsection 3.3.
Non-linear Model equations
The satellite dynamical model in a torque-free environment is obtained according to Euler's equations, see [3] .
Thus a satellite non-linear equations yield,
where, τ ext , h , J s and ω refer respectively to total external torque, angular momentum, satellite inertia tensor and overall angular velocity. The angular velocity cross product can be simplified using matrix S(ω), see [3] . Consequently (17) can be written as,
Since satellite attitude is described with respect to quaternion notation, it is required to compute the quaternion time derivative illustrated in (19).
where,
and ω x ,ω y and ω z denote the body frame angular velocity components The satellite plant block diagram in Figure 10 , describes the satellite behaviour according to (18). This block diagram can be used in a Simulink R model for simulation purposes. Figure 11 for a satellite attitude feedback control scheme illustration.
RSA device
The following analysis is conducted for a particular application example considering a regular tetrahedral actuator system configuration. Four holonomic actuators have their contact points over the sphere surface according to the vertices of a regular tetrahedron circumscribed in the sphere, see Figure 12 . Moreover, the RSA expressions depicted in this subsection can be adjusted to other actuation system geometries. The RSA concept requires an actuator contact point geometry such that the sphere remains in static equilibrium with respect to an inertial frame where F i and τ i denote respectively all the system forces and momenta. One possible actuator hub axes combination verifying the RSA sphere static equilibrium is given as,
Let p i be actuator i contact point location and Ω s be the sphere angular velocity. For each sphere rotational motion, there's an unique tangential velocity defined at the contact point between actuator i and sphere surface. This contact point tangential velocity can be determined as follows,
Holonomic wheels actuators have two velocity components, namely the hub axis and slip axis components, see Figure 7 . Hence the contact point linear velocity V i , can be expanded as follows,
where,v i hub andv i slip denote respectively the actuator hub axis and slip axis unit vectors, whereas V i hub and V i slip refer respectively to their magnitudes in those directions. Assume a no-slip situation where the tangential velocity at the contact point between the actuator and sphere surface is equivalent both in sphere and actuator frames, hence
The cross product in (25) can be also written as,
Furthermore, the actuators contact point vector norm is equivalent to the sphere radius, R s . It is useful to describe the sphere rotational motion with respect to the actuator rotational motion, thus consider the relation between the actuator contact point tangential velocity with the actuator rotational velocity (27).
where, ω i and R w refer respectively to the actuator angular velocity and the actuator wheel radius. Substituting (27) in (26) yields,
Letp i ×v i hub be defined asŵ i (i.e. actuator i hub axis rotational unit vector). Furthermore equation(28) can be expanded for three actuators assuming equivalent actuator wheel radius, hence,
where, k denotes the transmission gear ration defined as k =
Rw
Rs .
W = ŵ1ŵ2ŵ3 (30)
(30) is referred as the distribution matrix. Hence, the actuators angular velocity can be computed according to,
There's now sufficient information to define the system Jacobian 1 (denoted as J)
.
The RSA Jacobian is time-invariant, assuming static actuators contact points. Therefore, the Jacobian can also be used for angular acceleration terms as seen in (33).Ω = Jω (33)
For n > 3 actuators, the Jacobian inverse must be computed according to pseudoinverse methods, e.g. Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. Furthermore the RSA Jacobian for an actuator system with tetrahedral configuration is singularity free. Meaning that the RSA actuator system is capable of inducing any RSA internal sphere angular motion.
As the sphere motion results in an unique actuators motion, see (31), their motions must be synchronized since they are not independent. Hence such imposition has consequences regarding the motors actuating the holonomic wheels. Commonly described as motor "load sharing". Consequently when a RSA with more actuators is considered, the total actuator motors energy will be approximately equal differing only in how the load/energy is shared over all motors.
3.5. Reaction wheels arrangement device A RW arrangement comprises a group of n RWs, each composed of an inertia disk actuated by an electrical motor. Additionally, oppositely to RSA, each RW motion in a RW arrangement can be controlled independently.
The torques produced by each RW are applied to the satellite frame according to their hub axis vector. Note that the overall torque applied to the satellite is given by the sum of all RWs torque vectors. Hence, assuming that RW i has its hub axis unit vector defined asŵ rwi , the overall control torque applied to the satellite is obtained according to (34) .
where τ rw and τ ctrl refer respectively to the RWs torque coefficients vector and control torque vector applied to the satellite. Therefore, W rw relates the RWs torques with the control torque applied to the satellite. The following expressions assume the RWs hub axis unit vectors,ŵ rwi to be all non coplanar with respect to each other.
For RW arrangements composed of three RWs, matrix W rw has 3 × 3 dimension and is full rank, which means that the problem solution is uniquely defined, see (35).
For redundant RW arrangement, i.e, more than three RWs are used, the solution is no longer uniquely defined. Consequently an optimization criterion is required to choose between the multiple RWs torque combinations for a given control torque vector.
There are mainly two optimal criteria adopted to find RWs arrangements solutions, the Euclidean norm (L 2 ) and the Frobenius norm (L ∞ ), see [10] for a detailed analysis.
For energy comparison purposes, Section 4 considers only L 2 optimization method since it attains more efficient energy results.
Results
This Section analyses the results obtained from a SACS Simulink R model.
Satellite atittude control scheme without a RTD The SACS Simulink
R model validation concerns a series of simple SACS maneuverings in order to verify the SACS dynamics behaviour. The SACS Simulink R model used for simulation corresponds to block diagram illustrated in Figure 11 .
Several tests can be devised in order to validate the SACS Simulink R model. For instance, Figure  13 denotes a SACS maneuvering, showing its convergence. 4.2. RTDs comparison for a satellite attitude control scheme This Section illustrates a SACS Simulink R model concerning two distinct RTDs, namely a RSA and a RW arrangement. The performance attained by each RTD depends upon their physical parameters, thus in order to state a valid comparison, their physical parameters must be equivalent (i.e. equivalent total mass and volume).
Consider Table 1 where both RTD's parameters are described. Note that the satellite physical initial parameters are null, such as satellite external torques, satellite initial attitude quaternion, satellite initial angular velocity and satellite initial angular momentum. Derivative Gain Assuming the values depicted in Table 1 
The comparison of both RTDs requires the choice of a given performance measurement metric. Consequently consider both devices energy consumption measurements. For simplicity and allowing the results to be the most general possible, the energy spent by each RTD is described with respect to the mechanical work done by each RTD composing rigid bodies. Comparing the mechanical work expended by both RTD angular motions, it is possible to state which one is more efficient in energy terms. Since balanced 2 RW arrangements spend the same energy, Table 2 shows only a RW regular tetrahedral configuration. Simulating both RTDs 2 Balanced geometries correspond to have a fixed relation between all RWs rotation axis
SACS Simulink
R models it can be seen that each RTD ensures the same torque production and requires distinct mechanical work values to achieve it, thus is clear that their performances in energy terms differ. For simplicity it's assumed an unitary gear ratio k, between the RSA actuators radius and sphere radius. Table 2 shows both convergence time and mechanical work values expended by each RTD for three distinct SACS maneuverings. Inspecting the obtained results the RSA energy efficiency can be compared to RW arrangements. It becomes now clear that there's a constant relation between the RSA mechanical work and equivalent RW arrangement. The RSA mechanical work reduction compared to the RW arrangement comes strictly from its inertia tensor matrices.The SACS controller ensures that both RTDs apply the same reaction torque to the satellite, thus since their inertia tensors are distinct they require different angular accelerations resulting in distinct total angular displacements for the same convergence time. Hence the relation between the RSA and RW arrangement mechanical work is equivalent to,
where J j ii denotes each j body principal moment of inertia. Note that this expression is only valid assuming that both RTD inertia tensors are diagonal. Considering Table 1 Therefore, the RSA with a hollow sphere spends approximately half the energy to produce the same torque generated from a RW arrangement.
Conclusions
This study analyses the RSA feasibility and its benefits compared other RTDs. The rolling contact kinematics concepts were used to describe mechanical rolling contact between the actuator system and the sphere surface. In fact, these concepts could be applied to describe distinct spheroid surfaces besides the spherical one, and study their kinematic model. The use of non-spherical spheroids would require a suspension/support system to connect the RSA actuator system to the outer shell, conferring an extra translation DOF along the spheroid normal vector defined at the actuator contact point, see Figure 14 . The RSA kinematic analysis division in two steps, the rolling sphere and mobile holonomic robot, simplified its overall study. Given that both the rolling sphere and mobile robot move on a plane surface and are both controllable, their combination, i.e. the actuator system in mechanical contact with the sphere surface implies that any angular motion can be performed by the RSA sphere. This result proves the RSA feasibility in kinematic terms partially supporting the intuition that motivated this study.
The actuator system tetrahedral configuration is suitable for the RSA since it's a balanced configuration and ensures the sphere static equilibrium. The static equilibrium proved that the sphere geometrical center remains fixed with respect to an inertial frame defined in the outer shell, allowing the sphere pure rotation motion.
The RSA physical construction eligibility mainly depends upon four issues, the actuation system contact slippage behaviou, motor synchronism, spherical mass imbalance and motor disturbances.
The Jacobian analysis showed the RSA singularity-free feature and the actuators unique motion for a given sphere angular motion.
The RTD energy analysis confirmed the advantages of a RSA device compared to RW arrangements when both RTDs were implemented in the same SACS model. The results obtained in Section 4 prove the intuition regarding the RSA benefits.
